STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

New York University in Abu Dhabi Corporation (NYUAD) are committed to ensuring fair working and living conditions for employees of service providers and contractors who work at the NYUAD campus.

NYUAD developed this Supplier Code of Conduct, which is generally based on UAE Law, to reflect and uphold that commitment.

APPLICATION OF THE NYUAD SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT

NYUAD will ensure that each service provider and contractor whose employees work at the NYUAD campus is contractually obligated to comply with this Supplier Code of Conduct.

All service providers and contractors who work at the NYUAD campus will be required to ensure that any subcontractors they engage to work on the NYUAD campus will also be contractually obligated to comply with this Supplier Code of Conduct.

CONDUCTING BUSINESS WITH HONESTY AND INTEGRITY

NYUAD conducts its business with honesty and integrity, in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, and in alignment with international laws and standards.

Accordingly, NYUAD expects all service providers and contractors to maintain the highest ethical standards and to conduct their business with honesty and integrity.

During any tendering processes, NYUAD will give preference to service providers and contractors that share this commitment and that demonstrate the use of ethical recruitment practices.
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NYUAD SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT

Note: Definitions of capitalized terms are provided in the Annex at the end of this document.

UAE Laws, resolutions, and circulars, related to labor can be found on the website of the UAE Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation, at: http://www.mohre.gov.ae.

For any additional information on references or citations, please contact nyuad.compliance@nyu.edu.

A. EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS

1. All Employees will have an Employment Contract that complies with the laws of the UAE, in a form and in substance, and in a language that is understood by the Employee and in the form prescribed by UAE Law to include non-full-time working models (including part-time, temporary, flexible, remote working and job sharing).

2. The Employment Contract will be signed by both the Employer and the Employee and registered in accordance with the requirements of UAE Law and practice.

3. The Employer and the Employee will each retain a copy of the Employment Contract.

4. The NYUAD Office of Compliance shall be entitled to receive a copy of all employment contracts and subsequent amendments and adjustments to any terms and conditions in them, wage and payroll documentation.

5. If the wage and/or other benefit levels for an Employee on the NYUAD Campus are higher than the levels specified in a pre-existing contract between the Employer and the Employee, the Employer shall provide written notification of the higher wage and/or other benefit levels to the Employee and make any such updates as should be undertaken with the relevant authorities.

6. The Employer will ensure that each Employee receives a copy of this Supplier Code of Conduct, in a language that he/she understands and to be provided by NYUAD, prior to beginning work on the NYUAD Campus.

B. WAGES

1. NYUAD recognizes that wages are essential to meeting workers’ basic needs. Employers will ensure that, at a minimum, all Employees providing Services are paid wages and benefits, or that such wages and benefits are adjusted at regular intervals, as adjusted (against the UAE Consumer Price Index or other relevant benchmark) to ensure that they provide for their essential needs and living standards and comply with UAE Law.

2. Employees will receive their full wages (including Basic Wage and any additional payments or allowances as applicable) via electronic bank transfers on time as per a pre-agreed schedule and in accordance with their Employment Contracts and the wage protection guidelines and regulations in operation in the UAE.

3. Each Employee will receive a pay slip for each pay period that provides the details of the Basic Wage amount and, as applicable, allowances, permitted deductions, and/or payment for any overtime worked.

4. The Employer may allow Employees to obtain advance payments so long as the subsequent deductions from future salary payments do not exceed the limits specified under UAE Law, and so long as no interest is charged to the Employee.

5. No deductions may be made from an Employee’s Remuneration except as specified in UAE Law.
C. **WORKING HOURS**

1. Employees should not be required to work more hours than is permitted under UAE Law and the Employer is responsible for monitoring working hours and ensuring full compliance with all legal requirements in this respect. The maximum working hours are 8 per day or 48 hours per week. In all cases working hours should not exceed 144 hours in 3 weeks (inclusive of overtime).

2. In all cases an Employee should not work for more than five (5) successive hours without a break which may not be less than one (1) hour. Break rooms and/or shaded areas and drinking water will be provided so that Employees have a cool place to rest and rehydrate during their breaks.

3. Working hours will be reduced by two (2) hours during Ramadan without a reduction in wages. Between June 15 and September 15:
   a. Employees will not be required to work in the sun between 12:30 p.m. and 3 p.m.; and
   b. For those limited activities that are exempted by UAE Law from this restriction, outdoor working sites will provide the following: Cold drinking water, sun shades to protect Employees from the sun, and a break location with air-conditioning.

4. All Employees shall be entitled to not less than one day of rest each week. With the exception of daily wage Employees, no Employer will require an Employee to work more than two (2) consecutive rest days.

5. When participation does not interfere with working hours, the Employer will permit Employees to participate in educational and other programming offered free of charge by NYUAD.

D. **OVERTIME COMPENSATION**

1. Overtime must be worked voluntarily and should be implemented and paid strictly in accordance with UAE Law.

E. **PAID ANNUAL LEAVE, HOLIDAYS, AND AIR TRAVEL**

1. Annual leave and holidays
   a. Employees are entitled to thirty (30) calendar days of paid vacation leave each year (prorated accordingly for non-full-time employees), inclusive of travel days. Payment during approved annual leave will be based on an Employee’s Remuneration.
   b. If an Employee’s period of service is less than one year, the Employee will be entitled to two (2) paid vacation days per month after six (6) months’ service.
   c. If an Employee’s service is terminated, he/she shall be entitled to be paid in lieu of untaken but accrued annual leave prorated for part-years.
   d. Employees will receive leave with full pay for UAE public holidays announced for the private sector each year, pursuant to UAE Law.
   e. If an Employee works on their rest day, the Employee will be compensated as specified under UAE Law.
f. If an Employee works on a public holiday, the Employee will be compensated as specified under UAE Law.

g. Any notice of termination submitted to the Employee during their leave, will only take effect on the day following the day the Employee returns from his/her period of leave. However, any Employee who fails to resume work immediately after his/her applicable leave period without a legitimate reason will forfeit his/her Remuneration for the period of absence and may be subject to further sanctions as provided in UAE Law.

2. Air travel

a. For an Employee who is not a UAE National, the Employer will provide, at no charge to the Employee, an airline ticket for expatriation at the beginning of his/her employment in the UAE and an airline ticket for repatriation at the end of his/her employment in the UAE, noting that the Employer should not force the Employee to leave the UAE at the end of their employment.

b. For an Employee who works on the NYUAD Campus for twelve (12) months or longer, the Employer will also provide, at no charge to the Employee, a round-trip airline ticket each year to be used in conjunction with annual leave, as specified in the contract between the Employer and the Employee.

c. Airline tickets provided to an Employee under this Section E.2 shall be for the shortest, most direct route between an airport in Abu Dhabi or Dubai and the closest airport to the Employee’s home city in his/her country of origin, and shall minimize layover time to the extent possible. The Employer will cover the cost of related travel to and from the airport either by direct transport or cash reimbursement.

F. HEALTH INSURANCE

1. The Emirate of Abu Dhabi requires that all Employees receive Employer-provided health insurance. The health coverage details will be specified in the contract between NYUAD and the Employer.

2. The Employer is responsible for procuring health insurance coverage for all its Employees and for ensuring the continuous and uninterrupted validity of this coverage. Health insurance coverage for all Employees will include any health plan registration fees, the cost of the health insurance policy, and the cost of any health care services that are provided to the Employee and/or Dependents on the Employee’s sponsorship (if any), if these Dependents are not covered by another valid health insurance policy.

3. The Employer will ensure that the health insurance scheme is compliant with the standards set forth by the Health Authority of Abu Dhabi and that the insurance validity covers work in Abu Dhabi, even if an individual Employee does not reside in Abu Dhabi for the period of his/her work. If the Employee’s existing insurance does not cover work in Abu Dhabi, the Employer will purchase additional insurance to provide this coverage.

4. Health insurance must be valid for one (1) year after issuance and will be renewed annually.

5. The Employer will not pass on the cost of providing health insurance to Employees or charge Employees for their health insurance coverage in any way.

6. For Employer-provided healthcare facilities, all doctors, nurses, medical personnel, facilities, and equipment must be approved and licensed as required by the UAE Minister of Health, the Health Authority of Abu Dhabi, and any other relevant health authorities.

7. In case of injury, serious illness, or other emergency, the Employer is responsible for promptly
providing the means to transfer the Employee from the work site and/or accommodation to the nearest hospital and/or medical facility and to provide transportation to and from the airport, if the Employee seeks medical attention in his/her country of origin if covered by health insurance.

8. NYUAD reserves the right to review and approve any proposed Employer-provided health insurance policies or programs prior to entering into contracts with Employers.

G. PAID SICK LEAVE

1. An Employee will be entitled to sick leave for a total period of up to ninety (90) days per year, successive or otherwise.

2. During the Probationary Period any sick leave will be unpaid but after the Probationary Period, payment for sick leave will be as follows, per year:
   a. The first fifteen (15) days with full pay;
   b. The next thirty (30) days with half pay; and
   c. Any subsequent periods without pay.

H. END-OF-SERVICE PAYMENTS

1. If an Employee has completed one (1) year or more in service, the Employee is entitled to an end-of-service payment calculated in accordance with UAE Law (prorated accordingly for non-full-time employees).

2. End-of-service payment will be made together with any other outstanding payments not later than 14 days after the expiration date of the Employee’s contract.

I. ACCOMMODATION

1. The Employer will provide Employees with housing accommodation, at no charge, or a suitable housing allowance.

2. NYUAD reserves the right to inspect any proposed Employer-provided accommodation prior to entering into a contract with any Employer and throughout the term of the contract. Employers must allow and facilitate access to any Employer-provided accommodation if requested for the purpose of compliance monitoring by NYUAD and/or its authorized agents.

3. In circumstances where the Employer provides housing accommodation to Employees, such accommodation should provide a suitable living environment for Employees, which ensures structural safety and reasonable levels of decency, hygiene, and comfort.1

4. All Employer-provided accommodation must comply with the requirements of UAE Law,
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including but not limited to the following:

a. Housing units must be designed, constructed, and equipped in a manner that ensures that their occupants enjoy an acceptable level of comfort and safety within a clean and healthy environment;

b. All rooms must be equipped with ventilation systems and air conditioning units;

c. All rooms must have windows, and windows must have the ability to be opened for ventilation;

d. A bed and a lockable wardrobe must be provided for each person; and

e. Employer-provided accommodation must be equipped with a kitchen compliant with health and technical standards.

5. The Employer will provide each Employee with a lockbox for storing Personal Documents and other valuables.

6. In addition to the requirements in Section I.1-I.5 above, Employer-provided accommodation for any Employee who is continuously employed on the NYUAD Campus for more than ninety (90) days must have at least four and half (4.5) square meters of living space per person, with no more than four (4) individuals per bedroom.

J. TRANSPORTATION

1. Employees will receive Employer-provided transportation between the NYUAD Campus and any Employer-provided accommodation. There will be no charge to the Employee for this service, and commute time should not be excessive.

2. For Employer-provided transportation:
   a. All vehicles used to transport Employees will have full insurance coverage.
   b. All drivers will be appropriately licensed.
   c. Vehicles must have seatbelts, air conditioning, operable windows, a fire extinguisher, and adequate storage for Employee belongings.
   d. Employees with special needs must be provided with a means of accessible transportation.

3. If the Employer does not provide an Employee with accommodation or any transportation, the Employee will receive an appropriate transportation allowance.

K. PERSONAL DOCUMENTS

1. The Employer will observe the right of Employees to retain their own Personal Documents, and the Employer will not retain the Personal Documents of any Employee other than for the purposes of obtaining, renewing, or canceling residency visas. The Employer will ensure all data subject consents are in place and will ensure that such consents extend to the benefit of NYUAD in order that NYUAD can process personal data lawfully. The Employer will comply with their obligations under Federal Law No. 45 of 2021 on Protection of Personal Data as well as any other laws issued in this regard.

2. UAE Law prohibits the seizure of any individual’s passport without a judicial order.
L. **HIRING PRACTICES**

1. No Employer may charge directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, any recruitment, processing, or placement fees to Employees.

2. If the Employer recruits Employees from outside the UAE, the Employer will ensure that each Employee’s Employment Contract accurately reflects the terms of the job offer letter accepted by the Employee prior to his/her arrival in the UAE.

3. If the Employer has used a Recruitment Agency to hire Employees, the Employer must disclose this information to NYUAD prior to beginning work on the NYUAD Campus.

4. If the Employer uses or plans to use a Recruitment Agency to hire Employees specifically for work on the NYUAD Campus or to increase its overall workforce size as a result of having entered into a contract to provide services on the NYUAD Campus:
   a. The Employer must disclose this information to NYUAD prior to beginning work on the NYUAD Campus. Such disclosure will:
      i. State the anticipated number of Employees to be recruited, the skills that they are expected to have, and the country or countries from which the Employer intends to recruit them;
      ii. Explain how the Employer intends to advertise for Employees, state the recruitment strategy, and provide the name of the Recruitment Agency once retained; and
      iii. Provide a copy of the recruitment agreement to NYUAD. The Employer will use only bona fide and appropriately licensed Recruitment Agencies.
   b. The Employer will require in the text of its agreement with the Recruitment Agency that:
      i. The Recruitment Agency’s recruitment practices comply with all applicable UAE labor laws as well as applicable laws of the jurisdiction from which workers are recruited;
      ii. The Recruitment Agency will not charge the recruited person for any costs associated with the recruitment process nor any fees for their recruitment services;
      iii. The Recruitment Agency will notify each prospective Employee, in writing in a language understood by the prospective Employee, of the reimbursement provisions contained in this Supplier Code of Conduct;
      iv. If the Recruitment Agency is found to have charged Employees such recruitment costs and fees, the Employer reserves the right to reimburse Employees directly for such costs and fees charged by the Recruitment Agency and to recoup these amounts from the Recruitment Agency; and
      v. To recruit workers, the Recruitment Agency will use only bona fide employees and not independent agents.
   c. No Employer nor any of its representatives involved in the recruiting process will receive any compensation from Recruitment Agencies, including but not limited to in-kind benefits relating to “hospitality expenses” incurred when Employer representatives visit the nations from which workers are recruited.

5. In order to ensure that Employees have not borne recruitment costs and fees, directly or indirectly, NYUAD requires that the Employer pay for the services of any Recruitment Agency used, and NYUAD reserves the right to ask the Employees directly if they were charged any recruitment costs or to ask if any deductions are being made to their salaries.
6. The Employer will reimburse Employees for any costs or fees paid by Employees associated with the recruitment and/or hiring process if the costs/fees were incurred within twelve (12) months of the Employee starting work at the NYUAD Campus; and the Employee provides suitable documentation of payment. If an Employee reports that he/she has paid such recruitment costs or fees but is unable to provide suitable documentation, the Employee may report this to NYUAD as well as the applicable UAE authorities.

7. The recruitment costs and fees to be reimbursed by the Employer include, but are not limited to:
   a. Any government-imposed fees such as taxes, insurance, and entry/exit fees;
   b. Fees relating to visas or required medical examinations;
   c. Fees for government-mandated IDs;
   d. Costs for the use of Recruitment Agencies; and
   e. Travel costs from home country to the UAE.

8. The Employer will not impose any deductions on an Employee’s Remuneration for any such reimbursements.

9. Once a contract is finalized between the Employer and NYUAD, the Employer will not charge NYUAD for the costs of any reimbursement payments to Employees under this Section L.

10. When the hiring process begins, the Employer will notify each prospective Employee of these reimbursement provisions in writing in a language understood by the prospective Employee, and again when the Employee’s work on the NYUAD Campus commences.

11. In the event of any extended delay in Employer payment to an Employee who is owed reimbursement, NYUAD reserves the right to reimburse the Employee directly and to deduct contractual payment to the Employer in the corresponding amount.

12. The Employer shall not request or require an Employee (or prospective Employee) to waive his/her right to reimbursement of recruitment costs or fees, nor to sign or certify that he or she has not paid any recruitment costs or fees.

13. If any Employee fails the legally required medical examination to reside in the UAE, and accordingly must return to his/her country of origin, the Employer will provide an airplane ticket to the closest airport to the Employee’s home city in his/her country of origin.

M. HEALTH AND SAFETY

1. Workplace safety
   a. As required by UAE Law43, a safe and healthy working environment will be provided to
   b. Employees to prevent accidents and injuries arising out of, linked to, or occurring in the course of work.
   c. The Employer shall provide necessary preventative safety measures and equipment to protect the Employee from the risks of accidents, occupational injuries or diseases, fire hazards, or other hazards that might occur or arise during the work and use of machines of equipment.
   d. The Employer shall ensure it has and continues to provide guidance and awareness of the
regulations as well as providing proper training to avoid such risks.

e. The Employer shall also perform regular assessments to ensure that all parties follow the requirements of safety and security on both occupational and health levels in accordance with UAE Law.

f. The Employer will inform each Employee during the recruitment process of the potential occupational hazards involved in his/her prospective work on the NYUAD Campus and the corresponding protective measures that the Employee would need to take.

2. **Health and the environment**

a. The Employer shall adhere to the provisions of UAE Law on Public Health to detect and help mitigate threats to health and safety.

b. The Employer will ensure Employees participate in Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) training programs as requested by NYUAD in compliance with NYUAD EHS policies and procedures.

c. The Employer will display detailed instructions in a conspicuous position at the workplace, indicating the measures to be taken to prevent fire and protect Employees against hazards to which they may be exposed while performing their work. Such instructions will be in Arabic and, if necessary, in all other language(s) understood by Employees.

d. The Employer will prepare a Health and Safety Manual elaborating environment, health, and safety provisions and procedures to be distributed to Employees.

e. The Health and Safety Manual must contain, at a minimum, a list of emergency phone numbers, accident reporting procedures, information on any applicable personal protective equipment, first aid, procedures, public safety and security information, and the contact information for the Employer’s health and safety manager and the NYUAD EHS.

3. **Food safety and quality**

a. All Employer-provided food service facilities must comply with UAE Law pertaining to public health, including Health Authority of Abu Dhabi requirements. Food safety and hygiene (handling, preparation, and storage of foods) will be managed in accordance with methods that prevent food-borne illnesses.

b. The Employer will maintain records of health inspections and food quality controls and make such files available for inspection upon request.

c. Any Employer-provided meals must be nutritious and served in sufficient portions to meet Employees’ dietary needs.

4. **General hygiene and healthy working conditions**

a. The Employer will ensure access to bathrooms and potable water for all Employees.

b. The Employer will ensure suitable ventilation and lighting in the workplace.

c. Employees will not be exposed to hazards, including glues and solvents, which may endanger their safety, including their reproductive health.

**N. REPORTING SYSTEM FOR EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCES**

1. The Employer will provide Employees a means to submit oral or written grievances
anonymously. NYUAD will also provide Employees a means to submit grievances anonymously.

2. The Employer will cooperate with NYUAD to ensure that:
   a. Employees are aware of the grievance system, including the anonymous submission process; and
   b. NYUAD, or its designee, is able to fully investigate any submitted grievances.

3. Retaliation against Employees who submit good-faith grievances, or who cooperate with an investigation into alleged violations of UAE Law or this Supplier Code of Conduct, is prohibited.

4. Any Employer-provided and/or NYUAD-provided grievance mechanism will not impede or exclude access to other judicial or administrative remedies that may be available to Employees under UAE Law or through existing arbitration procedures.

O. RESOLUTION OF WORK DISPUTES

1. The right of Employees to seek lawful resolution of labor disputes will be recognized and respected.

2. No Employee will be subject to harassment, intimidation, or retaliation because of his/her lawful efforts to resolve work disputes.

3. Pursuant to UAE Law, where a dispute occurs between the Employer and all or some of its Employees and the parties fail to settle it amicably, the Employee shall be entitled to submit a complaint to the applicable employment authority and if not resolved at that time, the Employee shall be permitted to bring a claim before the UAE courts. The Employer will notify NYUAD in the event of any labor dispute with Employee(s), including any steps taken by the Employer to resolve the dispute.

P. RESPECT, DIGNITY, AND PROTECTION FROM HARASSMENT OR ABUSE

1. NYUAD is committed to a policy of equal treatment to ensure that those working for the University – either directly or indirectly – are treated with dignity and respect. The Employer is therefore expected to treat its Employees humanely and with respect and dignity, pursuant to the New York University Code of Ethical Conduct and the UAE laws on anti-discrimination, and the protection of employees against bullying, harassment and inappropriate behavior in the workplace.

2. The Employer will ensure that the working environment is free from harassment in all its forms, including from any physical, psychological, sexual, verbal, or visual behavior that creates an offensive, hostile, or intimidating environment.

3. The Employer is prohibited from threatening Employees, including threats of violence, physical abuse, or other forms of physical coercion, harassment, or intimidation.

4. The Employer is expected to protect its Employees from abuse, violence, harassment, or intimidation from other Employees.
Q. **NON-DISCRIMINATION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY**

1. Employees will receive equal pay for equal work.

2. The Employer will not discriminate based on race, color, sex, religion, national or social origin or disability. It is prohibited for the Employer, to allow or permit sexual harassment of the Employee or to bully him/her orally or physically or psychologically. The Employer will comply with New York University’s Code of Ethical Conduct.

3. The Employer will ensure that all Employees will have equal employment opportunities, which will be based on the inherent job requirements, qualifications, and performance of the Employee, pursuant to the New York University Code of Ethical Conduct.

R. **WOMEN’S RIGHTS**

1. **Equality of pay, treatment, opportunity, and benefits**
   a. Female Employees will receive equal Remuneration as their male counterparts, including equal benefits, equal treatment, equal evaluation of the quality of their work, and equal opportunity to fill open positions.

2. **Pregnancy and maternity**
   a. Appropriate services and accommodation will be provided to female Employees in connection with pregnancy.
   
   b. Female employees will be entitled to maternity leave, paternity leave and other leave entitlements (including nursing breaks) in accordance with UAE Law.
   
   c. Employees who take maternity leave, or who require additional maternity-related medical absence as provided for under UAE Law, will not face dismissal or threat of dismissal, loss of seniority, or deduction of wages and will be able to return at the end of the maternity leave or medical absence to their former employment at the same rate of pay and benefits.

S. **PROHIBITION OF FORCED LABOR AND CHILD LABOR**

1. As per UAE Law, forced prison labor, indentured labor, bonded labor, and other forced labor are prohibited.

2. The Employer may not use any method to coerce or force the Employee to work against his/her own will or to threaten to impose any sanction on the Employee to force the latter to perform certain work or service against his/her own will. The Employer will not impose additional work on Employees as a disciplinary measure.

3. The Employer will not impose or request employment bans on employees seeking to change jobs.

4. UAE Law prohibits child labor. The minimum employment age on the NYUAD Campus will be eighteen (18) years old.

T. **EMPLOYMENT RECORDS**

1. The Employer will keep detailed, accurate, and regularly-updated records (including Employee personnel files) and retain such records for a minimum period of five (5) years from
the conclusion of work on the NYUAD Campus, or such greater period of time as may be required by UAE Law.

2. The Employer will keep records that include at minimum those in the following list, as applicable:
   a. Human resources records (including Employees’ personnel files);
   b. Health and safety records;
   c. Accommodation or other housing-related records;
   d. Payroll records; and
   e. Details of any and all Subcontractors retained by the Employer, as applicable.

U. ACCESS TO EMPLOYER MANUALS, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES

1. The Employer will provide Employees with access to and/or hard copies of all relevant Employer company manuals, policies, and procedures. This may include the Employer’s disciplinary rules and procedures, Employee manual, code of ethics, or other applicable documents. The Employer will notify Employees upon commencement of work on the NYUAD Campus that they have this access.

2. NYUAD will be provided with copies of such manuals, policies, and procedures upon request.

V. REPORTING AND MONITORING

1. Employer compliance reporting
   a. The Employer will prepare and submit reports to NYUAD at least monthly, in such form as NYUAD may require, regarding the Employer’s compliance with this Supplier Code of Conduct. These reports will be accompanied by supporting evidence with respect to such compliance.

2. Audits and inspections
   a. NYUAD and/or its authorized agents will from time to time, with or without notice, inspect and audit the books, records, and facilities of the Employer that relate to the Employer’s contracted services, and inspect Employees’ accommodation. NYUAD and/or its authorized agents also will interview and/or obtain statements from Employees in order to confirm that the Employer has complied, and is continuing to comply, with this Supplier Code of Conduct.

3. Employee interviews
   a. Employee interviews for the purpose of auditing and inspection will be conducted in an environment that encourages free and open dialogue without fear of reprisal.
   b. The Employer must permit each Employee interview to be conducted in accordance with the requirements of the entity conducting that particular Employee interview.
   c. The Employer will not discharge, demote, suspend, threaten, harass, or in any manner discipline Employees who cooperate with an interview or investigation and/or who provide lawful, good-faith disclosures, which are not maliciously or knowingly false.
W. **USE OF SUBCONTRACTORS**

1. The Employer will notify NYUAD in writing in advance before signing an agreement with a Subcontractor.

2. The Employer will ensure that all Subcontractors comply with all terms of the Supplier Code of Conduct.

3. Except as otherwise agreed by NYUAD, the following will be included as an express term or condition of all agreements the Employer enters into with a Subcontractor:
   
   a. Compliance by the Subcontractor with this Supplier Code of Conduct;
   
   b. Record-keeping obligations as per Section T of this document;
   
   c. Reporting requirements as per Section V.1 of this document; and
   
   d. Audit rights for the Employer, NYUAD, and its authorized agents in line with the activities specified in Section V.2 of this document.

4. All requirements and obligations in this Supplier Code of Conduct between Employers and Subcontractors will also apply to and be interpreted to include any Subcontractors who hire additional Subcontractors and so forth down the supply chain.

X. **AMENDMENTS**

1. NYUAD reserves the right to amend this Supplier Code of Conduct at any time. By continuing to provide their services to NYUAD, the Employer will be deemed to have accepted any new and/or amended Supplier Code of Conduct.

2. Any exemptions for an Employer from specific provisions of this Supplier Code of Conduct (including for any Subcontractors) must be approved in advance and in writing by NYUAD and will only apply in limited circumstances and will not be deemed to be waivers of any other obligations of the Employer under the Supplier Code of Conduct.

Y. **COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS**

1. The Employer will comply with all labor inspections, remediation requirements, and any other applicable requirements under UAE Law in connection to work on the NYUAD Campus.

2. Reference to UAE Law contained in this Supplier Code of Conduct are for reference purposes and are non-exclusive of other laws that may apply.

3. The requirements in this Supplier Code of Conduct do not supersede UAE Law or Abu Dhabi Law. If there is a conflict between the Supplier Code of Conduct and UAE Law, UAE Law will prevail. If there is a conflict between the Supplier Code of Conduct and Abu Dhabi Law, Abu Dhabi Law will prevail.

Z. **REMEDIES**

1. NYUAD will notify the Employer if any monthly report or any inspection reveals any deficiencies or failure to adhere to this Supplier Code of Conduct. The Employer must take immediate steps to remedy such deficiencies or failures.
2. If the Employer does not remedy these deficiencies or failures, NYUAD has the right to do one or more of the following:

   a. To require that the Employer remedy the effects of any violation of this Supplier Code of Conduct, including the effect of any discrimination or other disparate treatment;

   b. Withhold and/or deduct from future payments to the Employer an amount equal to the total amount paid and/or that will be paid by NYUAD to remedy the Employer’s noncompliance with this Supplier Code of Conduct; and

   c. In cases of repeated or deliberate non-compliance, NYUAD reserves the right to increase the frequency of monitoring/auditing and to deduct the cost that monitoring/auditing from the contract amount;

   d. Immediately terminate the underlying agreement between NYUAD and the Employer; and

   e. Seek any other remedy or penalty provided pursuant to UAE Law or other applicable authority as otherwise determined in the discretion of NYUAD.
DEFINITIONS

**Basic Wage:** The wage specified in the Employment Contract and paid to the Employee in return for his work under the Employment Contract whether on a monthly, weekly, daily or piecework basis. Such basic wage shall not cover any other allowances or in-kind benefits.

**Dependent(s):** For the purposes of medical insurance, an Employee’s spouse and/or single dependent child(ren) who resides with the Employee.

**Employee:** Any person receiving any kind of Remuneration for work performed on the NYUAD Campus in the service of an Employer.

**Employer:** Any person or entity that has contracted with NYUAD to provide services on the NYUAD Campus via one or more Employees, or that has otherwise been informed by NYUAD that this Supplier Code of Conduct shall apply to it. Pursuant to the preamble to this document, if an Employer hires a Subcontractor to complete all or a part of its contractual obligations for these services, references in this document to “Employer” shall also include and apply to any and all Subcontractors.

**Employment Contract:** A written agreement concluded between the Employer and the Employee, whereby the latter commits to working for the Employer and under the management and supervision thereof in return for a wage whose payment is committed by the Employer.

**Labor Department:** The relevant branch of the UAE Ministry of Human Resources & Emiratisation that is in charge of labor affairs in the applicable Emirate of the UAE.

**NYUAD:** New York University Abu Dhabi.

**NYUAD Campus:** The grounds and buildings of New York University Abu Dhabi on Saadiyat Island, UAE.

**Personal Documents:** Personal documents include, but are not limited to, passports, Emirates identification cards, labor cards, health insurance cards, driver’s licenses, bank cards (ATM, debit, or credit cards), birth certificates, marriage certificates, and other identity cards or documents issued by the UAE, an Employee’s country of nationality, or other official body.

**Probationary Period:** The Probationary Period is the period that the Employer might stipulate in order to evaluate the Employee’s performance and to enable the Employee to understand his/her duties and get familiar with the workplace environment. Based on that probation period, it shall be determined whether the Employee’s Employment Contract shall continue or be terminated in accordance with the provisions of UAE Law.

**Recruitment Agency:** Any entity, broker, or other person or organization used to recruit Employees on the Employer’s or the Subcontractor’s behalf.

**Remuneration:** The Basic Wage, in addition to any cash allowances and in-kind benefits, determined under the Employment Contract or under UAE Law, which include the in-kind benefits; or their cash equivalents that the Employer is obligated to provide to the Employee in cash, as stipulated in the Employment Contract or under the policies of the Employer, and shall include the allowances that the Employee deserves in return for any efforts exerted by him/her or for any risk that he/she might encounter during the performance of duties or for any other reasons; and any other allowances given to face the cost of living surges or a percentage in the sales or in the profits to be paid to the Employee in return for his efforts in promotion or productions or collection.

**Subcontractor:** Any third party that has entered into an agreement with an Employer to provide services on the NYUAD Campus via one or more of its employees. The term “Subcontractor” will include any sub-Subcontractor or other assignee retained by an Employer or, as applicable, by another
Subcontractor.

**UAE**: United Arab Emirates.

**UAE Law**: The laws, decrees, and applicable regulations of, or in force in, the United Arab Emirates and/or Abu Dhabi.

End